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QUESTION 1

An integration development team is developing a mediation flow. A custom requirement is that in the event an error
occurs at any point in the mediation flow, a copy of the entire SMO is to be placed into the server log for the system
administrator to examine. How should the integration development team BEST implement this requirement? 

A. Change the server logging settings to log SMO messages. 

B. Wire a Trace primitive to each failure terminal and set the destination property to \\'Local Server Log\\'. 

C. Wire a Message Logger primitive to each failure terminal and set the Logging type to \\'Local Server Log\\'. 

D. Wire a Custom primitive to each failure terminal and insert System.err.println(smo) into the Details section. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An integration developer wants to connect the fail terminal of a Service Invoke primitive to a Message Logger primitive
in order to log the error message in case of failure. Which field does the integration developer need to retrieve with
XPath? 

A. /context/failInfo/failureString 

B. /context/failInfo/predecessor/failureString 

C. /headers/SOAPFaultInfo/faultstring 

D. /headers/SOAPFaultInfo/extendedFaultInfo/Reason/Text 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An integration developer wants to share assets (Java binaries, XML schemas, and WSDL definitions) by-reference
between Service Component Architecture (SCA) modules. How can this be achieved at runtime? 

A. Include assets within each SCA module to make them available by-reference. 

B. Assets are shared-by-copy by default; convert the library into *.jar and configure it as a shared library on the server
runtime. 

C. Assets are shared-by-reference by default; convert the library into *.jar and package it with each SCA module to be
deployed. 

D. Assets are shared-by-reference by default; convert the library into *.EAR and package it with each SCA module to be
deployed. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

An integration developer has developed a new mediation flow and wants to test it on a new embedded server profile.
How should the integration developer proceed in order to perform this testing as efficiently as possible? 

A. Build the EAR file in WebSphere Integration Developer, then deploy it via serviceDeploy on the server. 

B. Build the EAR file in WebSphere Integration Developer, then deploy it via the server\\'s administrative console. 

C. In WebSphere Integration Developer, in the Servers tab, add a new server and enter the connection details of the
server. 

D. In WebSphere Integration Developer, import the server via File>Import>Server and enter the connection details of
the server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An integration developer has created a mediation module that receives data through a JMS Export binding and has also
developed an independent web application to display the flow of data through the corresponding JMS Destination.
Which one of the following options correctly describes the actions to be performed on the dependency editor of the
module in order to deploy the Web application within the same module? Add the Web project of the Web application in
the J2EE section and: 

A. select the corresponding \\'On Build Path\\' option. 

B. select the corresponding \\'Deploy with Module\\' option. 

C. deselect the corresponding \\'On Build Path\\' option. 

D. deselect the corresponding \\'Deploy with Module\\' option. 

Correct Answer: B 
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